Product Information

Web Publisher with FTP Module
Brief Description
The BCS-2® web publisher allows for quick delivery of scanned documents. The documents
are made available on a web server in HTML directly from BCS-2® and are accessible
through a hyperlink. The user is sent the hyperlink by an automatically generated email and
may decide when to access the documents or copy them from the internet to his or her local
system. The documents can be displayed using any standard browser (Firefox, Internet Explorer, Opera, etc.) by clicking the hyperlink. The selected picture appears in the main frame.
The remaining pictures including the order information are displayed as thumbnails left of the
main frame in the status bar.
Areas of Application
Document delivery services for books and magazine articles
Local scanning at multiple locations, especially relevant for businesses and public institutions with distributed locations and central archiving, e.g. central controlling
Publishing documents on the internet and/or intranet
Scanning on demand at distributed archives and registries
Advantages and Functions
Less overhead through relieving the in and out mailboxes
Singular transfer of documents even in preparation for multiple recipients
The availability of the documents is separate from the access time and location of the
scanner
The “WWW” function integrated, since 2013, in the BCS-2® basic version and available in the order list. With this function the entire document is converted to the defined format (TIFF, JPEG, PNG etc.) and is then embedded in HTML-Code (corresponding to the pre-adjusted settings). It is then deposited per transfer (FTP, SFTP)
to a web server defined by the user. At the same time, an E-mail with the shortcut
(“hyperlink”) is generated with MAPI or SMTP with which the user may view the
document at any time.
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